UUCY Sunday Communications Procedure (Last Updated December 2014)
This procedure is jointly owned by Worship Committee and the Communications Resource Group


SUNDAY UUCY NEWS (Part of the OOS)
 
The Bulletin is handed out at Sunday services.
              DEADLINE: 9 a.m. Tuesday
              The Bulletin has a short paragraph limit per item and is edited by the Office Publications Team.
              Use phone numbers or email addresses for contact information.
 
Submit items for the NEWS to the Office or uucynews@gmail.com. Preference is given to activities occurring in the upcoming two weeks and those that involve the entire congregation. This information will be sent to a volunteer on the Production Team. Because of limited space, the team has discretion as to the length and frequency of publication. 
 
 
PROJECTED SLIDES
 
These projected announcements are created weekly, by Wednesday morning, by the CA, when requested. Currently, these projections are jpgs on a thumbdrive, and are projected only when a volunteer sets the projector up (when possible before both services).  These projected slides are meant as reinforcement for other forms of communication, as latecomers and those not attending on Sunday don't see the slides.
 
•      The Projected Bulletin highlights events and announcements that were submitted for the OOS Bulletin or the e-Beacon, as edited by the EBeacon team. Because of limited space, the team has discretion as to the length and frequency of publication in its final state. 
•      It is limited to 10 slides, and 2 of these are boilerplate (welcoming visitors), so this format is not intended to be as complete as the E-Beacon.
 
 
SUNDAY LEADER ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
This occurs at 10:30 a.m. Sunday services, or 10 a.m. summer services, at the beginning of the service. Board members or Program Council chairs are scheduled for each Sunday, but usually not for the 9:00 service. This schedule is created by the Board Secretary, and leaders that cannot serve on their day must find a substitute. 

These announcements should be both UUCY related, important, and timely. Leader Announcements should be submitted to the Office by Tuesday morning, so that they might have further inclusion in the other forms of communications. Speaking leaders have the right to refuse or edit announcements placed with the clip board.

Brevity is important, and if people are being asked to contact or "speak to" an event/activity leader that person should be present at the time the Leader reads the announcement (note: it is useless to have e-mail or phone numbers "read aloud" as people are not prepared to transcribe that detail). All submissions for Leader Announcements should have dates, and items on the clip board are put into recycling when past their "read by" date.

Note that due to time constraints, "special verbal announcements" by anyone other than the Leader are highly discouraged.  The default response is "No." In very rare circumstances, and only by advance planning and approval by the Parish Minister, are special verbal announcements authorized, and even then are likely to be saved for Sundays when there is no "story time."


































SUNDAY LEADER WELCOME SCRIPT- Pause before reading to allow latecomers to be seated.

“I ask that you turn off any electronic devices at this time.

My name is ___ and it is my privilege to serve this congregation as _____________. The Unitarian Universalist Congregation of York is a spiritual community that welcomes questions and explores answers. We engage in a free and responsible search for truth and meaning, and support one another on that quest. We agree to help each other live and act according to the Principles of the UU Association, displayed in our projected announcements, and found in our Order of Service.  

You are welcome here, whatever your age, nationality, cultural heritage, or religious upbringing. You are welcome here, whatever your gender, and whomever you love. Your presence is a gift to us.

If you are a guest today, we especially welcome you, and hope will feel at home with us. Each Sunday, we offer visitors the opportunity to introduce themselves. This gives us a chance to say “hello,” and to greet you during coffee hour. If you feel comfortable doing so, we invite you to stand and introduce yourself at this time------

Stay in touch with UUCY. Visit our website, subscribe to the weekly E-Beacon on our website or “Like” us on FaceBook. 
Other announcements include-------- (see next page)

(if we have a guest speaker, read the following):
Our Parish Minister, Rev. Bob Renjilian, is not with us this Sunday. Today, we are honored to have _______ as a guest speaker.

